
 
  

Safe and Affordable Intermediate Bulk Container (IBC) Tank Storage  

Interstate Products Expands Online Selection of IBC Spill Containment Pallets  

Interstate Products, Inc. (IPI), the leading manufacturer of spill containment products and the preferred source for 
environmental and industrial products now offers a larger selection of intermediate bulk container (IBC) tank storage 
products to help eliminate the possibility of major spills and provide the best solutions for regulatory compliance.  As 
a major US and international distributor, IPI offers the most flexible and comprehensive spill protection, secondary 
containment and storage products from Ultra Tech, Eagle and other leading manufacturers.  In addition to its current 
line of spill pallets for 2, 4, 6 and 8 drum requirements, the company has also expanded its online offering on IBC 
spill pallets.   
 

Containment pallets for drums have achieved widespread industry acceptance since their introduction in the late 
1980s.  However, in recent years, many companies have chosen to discontinue using drums in favor of Intermediate 
Bulk Containers (IBCs).  As expected, these companies are now concerned with capturing leaks from tanks caused by 
rust, corrosion, faulty valves and worn fittings.  To help solve these problems, IPI now offers a larger selection of 
Ultra IBC Spill Containment Pallet models that are designed to meet these needs and allow for compliance with EPA 
Container Storage Regulations.   
 
There is no need to risk worker safety and material waste when you can capture leaks, drips and spills that can easily 
be contained for recovery.  With IPI’s affordable EPA and SPCC compliant secondary containment pallet solutions for 
IBC tank storage, industrial users can deploy rugged, large capacity polyethylene tanks that provide excellent 
chemical resistance and are available in a variety of sizes and configurations for both indoor and outdoor use.  IPI’s 
secondary spill containment solutions include double stack IBC tank pallets with or without drains, steel pallets, Drum 
Spill Stations, totes, fluorinated spill decks and eco-friendly spill control pallets from Justrite which are made of up to 
100% recycled polyethylene and post-industrial recycled material.    
 

IPI has many types of IBC pallets to choose from including Eagle All-Poly IBC 
containment units for the storage of single tanks or double tanks.  Eagle 
containment tubs are manufactured with 100% polyethylene and include a heavy 
duty polyethylene platform that offers more chemical resistance than steel frame 
IBC pallets and feature a 400 gallon secondary spill capacity. The extra wide 
platform shelf accepts IBC units up to 50" square and can handle a 10,000 pound 
load capacity. 
 
 
 
As a leading multi-brand supplier of quality environmental, maintenance and safety product solutions for industrial, 
commercial, institutional and various government organizations, IPI’s line of spill control pallets and IBC pallets meet 
or exceed SPCC and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requirements for secondary spill containment under 
regulation 40 CFR 264.175.  For assistance selecting the right product for your specific application call our product 
specialists toll free at 1-800-474-7294 for domestic inquiries and 941-377-8610 if outside the United States.  To learn 
more about Interstate Product’s wide selection of portable spill berms drum containment and IBC spill containment 
pallets visit our online store at: http://store.interstateproducts.com/IBC_Spill_Containment_Pallets 
 
 
About Interstate Products, Inc. 
Since 1996, Interstate Products, Inc. has become a global multi-brand supplier of quality environmental, maintenance and safety 
product solutions to industrial, commercial, institutional, military, and various government organizations. Since its inception, IPI has 
experienced tremendous growth fueled by our commitment to continuously add innovative new products to meet the demands of a 
rapidly expanding and diverse customer base. These products include safety cabinets, absorbents, environmentally friendly 
chemicals, material handling, safety, and containment products. In addition, IPI is also a leading manufacturer of spill containment 
berms and flexible storage tanks that are available in both standard and custom sizes. Information about these and other quality 
products can be obtained by visiting our company website at http://store.interstateproducts.com. 
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